
Class #15: Design Experiment 

Light Intensity Detector 
  

Purpose: The objective of this experiment is to begin to use Matlab in our analysis of signals, circuits, etc.    

 

Background: Before doing this experiment, students should be able to 

 Measure voltages using the Analog Discovery Board 

 Apply linear regression to determine a best fit approximation relating an input to an output 

 Perform matrix mathematics by ‘hand’ and using Matlab 

 

Learning Outcomes: Students will be able to 

 Implement photo-detector circuits 

 Understand that sensor voltages determine circuit design characteristics 

 Plot experimental or simulated data with Matlab 

 

Resources Required: 

 Analog Discovery 

 Matlab  

 OP999 PIN photodiode 

 QSD123 Infrared Transistor 

 

Helpful links for this experiment can be found on the course website under Class #15. 

 

  



Part A – Photodetectors 
 

 
Figure A-1 

 

In Figure A-1, the circuit is a light detector. It is more often the case that this task is performed by a phototransistor. 

You have both in your Parts Kit. The photodiode is the OP999 PIN Photodiode and the phototransistor is the QSD123 

Infrared Transistor. We will test both of them to identify the relationship between current through the light detector 

and light intensity. The circuit you will implement looks similar to a voltage divider circuit, except that one of the 

resistors will be the light detector instead of a resistor. We can measure the voltage across the resistor and then 

determine the current through the resistor, which will equal the current through the light detector (they are in series). 

You will need to determine appropriate choices for the voltage source and the resistor. The light source in this 

experiment will be the flashlight on your phone. You should be able to change the intensity of your flashlight. The 

goal is to use the techniques from the last few experiments to determine a linear relationship between the flashlight 

intensity and the current through both the photodiode and the phototransistor (different experiments and circuit 

values). 

 

Important considerations: 

1) Ambient light (light from the room) can affect your results 

2) If you hold your flashlight at different positions, the light intensity will vary and affect your results. 

 

 

There are two devices that look like LEDs but their plastic lenses are black. In the Analog Devices ADALP2000 Parts 

Kit, the two devices look almost identical. The phototransistor should be smaller and have shorter leads, which is often 

a way that manufacturers identify them. There is a flat side on the phototransistor.  The lead next to the flat (collector) 

goes to the resistor. This information is on its spec sheet. This convention is not necessarily standard, although it is 

not uncommon. The photodiode in the ADALP2000 kit should be oriented in the other direction. If yours is in 

backwards, no current will flow, regardless of the light intensity. 

 

Photodiode and phototransistor characteristics 

1) To protect your phototransistor from excessive current, you should start your experiment with a large resistor 

(100kΩ) and work your way to smaller resistors if needed. (You want to be able to see current changing with 

light intensity.) 

2) The photodiode current is much smaller and you will need a large resistance to measure the effects of light 

intensity. 

3) You should look up the spec sheets for both devices, either through Analog’s website or searching onlineYou 

can find a plot relating current and light intensity (irradiance). Pay attention to the type of plot provided and 

how that relates to your collected data. 
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Part B – Transmitter/Receivers (Optional) 
 

 

Circuits like the one depicted generically in Figure B-1 are used in many different applications for light detection. In 

the above experiment, we used the flashlight on the cell phone as the light source. Using the same concepts, we can 

build a communication circuit called an Optocoupler, which allows a signal to be transmitted from one circuit to 

another without any physical connection between them, specifically a common ground is not needed. Common 

grounds are used throughout many electronic devices can be a significant source of noise. Also, different parts of 

circuits often require very different voltage levels, so it is good practice to separate such sub-circuits to minimize the 

chances of damaging the more sensitive circuit.  

.  

 

Extra Credit Experiment 

 

Transmit a Signal using Light 

Using your observations from the Design Experiment, build the following two circuits. You can choose which 

photodetector to use, along with an appropriate receiver resistor. The transmitter circuit uses the QED123 Infrared 

LED in your parts kit. Your W1 signal should be a square wave. You will need to pick an appropriate transmitter 

resistor which should provide measureable current through the Infrared LED. 

 

 

 

 
Figure B-1. 
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